
Have To

Name: Date: __/__/20__

I ______________________ anything about it.1. (not/think)don't have to think

Both sides _____________ close in daylight.2. (past/lie)had to lie

__________________________ him placidly for months as she usually
had to when she wanted her own way?
3.

(she/would/worry/?)
Would she have to worry

One __________________________ a peg or two.4. (might/come down)might have to come down

He ____________ cool for both.5. (past/be)had to be

_______________________________________, captain?6.
(what in Zen/you/would/gamble/?)

What in Zen would you have to gamble

He ______________ it nearly all with his pocket-knife.7. (past/make)had to make

It ______________________; it merely needs furnishing, and this does not
occupy long if the occupiers have Spartan tastes.
8.

(passive/not/build)
has not to be built

But first you _______________ it.9. (open)have to open

We ___________________ we are men.10. (may/show)may have to show

For some reason she _________________ of Europe.11. (past/get out)had to get out

It is true they were ignorant of the distance they
_____________________ before reaching the shore.
12.

(would/swim)would have to swim

Humphrey Ratcliffe __________________ for admittance to Philip
Sidney's room.
13.

(past/not/wait)
had not to wait

So they _________________ to be sharp with him.14. (past/pretend)had to pretend

If I thought that I ______________________ every day of my life as hard
as I am working now, I should be tempted to give up the struggle.
15.

(should/work)

should have to work

_________________________ with her?16. (what/he/can/do/?)What can he have to do
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I ______________ my hands on her cheeks.17. (past/keep)had to keep

This evening, just before closing, I walk into… Well, you
_____________________ the name.
18.

(not/know)don't have to know

I ___________________ back home to stagnate.19. (not/go)don't have to go

I inspected them all, and can certainly say that I __________________ to
re-arrange a belt or even a general-officer's scabbard.
20.

(past/not/stop)
had not to stop
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